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ABSTRACT CAUCRT PROBLEM 
M. Sova, Praha 
The aim of this lecture is to present some results from the 
theory of the Cauchy problem for linear differential equations in 
Banach spaces with unbounded coefficients. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by E an arbitrary Banach space over the complex num-
ber field C . By an operator we always mean a linear operator acting 
on a linear subspace of E into E . 
For a function f:(0, oo) _> E we introduce the notion of the r-th 
integral of f by the following definition: if f is integrable on 
bounded subintervals of (0, oo), then we put for t > 0 and re 
€ {1,2,...J , 
t t ^ r ^ 
\rjtiz)&v = J J ...J f(r r)dt1dr2,..dr . 
o o o o 
t 
Moreover, for t > 0 we shall write [ Q f " f ( r ) d r = f(t) . 
0 
II. SETTING OP THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
Indispensable definitions and properties connected with the ba-
sic notion of correctness of the abstract Cauchy problem are shortly 
summarized in this section. 
Let A^Ap,.. .,An (n e {1,2,...}) be an arbitrary n-tuple of 
linear operators in E which will be fixed throughout the whole 
lecture. 
A function u:(0, oo) —> E will be called a 22lH£i2£-2£_£?12_2£H2.ilE 
EE2^l2S.£2E A i * Ap9 * * * • ̂ n ^ 
(S.j) u is n-times differentiable on (0, «>), 
(S2) u
(n"i)(t) 6 D(A±) for t > 0 and i 6 {1,2,...,n} , 
(S~) the functions A.u^11"1'' are continuous on (0, oo) and bounded 
on (0,1) for every i G {.1,2, ...,nj , 
(54) u
(n)(t) + A1u
(n"1)(t) + ... + Anu(t) = 0 for t > 0, 
(55) u(0+) = u
7(0+) == ... = u
(n"2)(0+) = 0, u
(n"1)(0+) exists. 
The notion of a solution in our sense is at the first sight re-
strictive because we consider only special initial values. However, 
it turned out that it is sufficiently general for the study of the 
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Cauchy problem since the solutions with arbitrary initial values can 
be calculated by means of these special solutions. 
We shall say that the_Cauchjr_2!E2Si£S»£2I Aj> A?' , # # , An is --" 
termined if every solution u satisfying u^n '(0 ) = 0 is iden-
tically zero on (0, oo) . 
Further, we shall say that the_Cauchjr_groblem_for A-fApt...,A. 
is extensive if there exists a dense subset D £ E such that for 
every x 6 D there is a solution u with u^n ^(0 ) = x . 
Now let m be a nonnegative integer. Then the_Cauch£jDro]Dlem 
for A1,A2,«..,A will be called £2IE22£_2iL.2lSi!!2
 m ^ 
(I) it is extensive, 
(II) there exist nonnegative constants M, cu so that for every 
solution u , for every t > 0 and i e {.1,2, • *.,n J , 
t 
||)m-njAiu
(n-i)(r)d^ll ^ H e ^ l u ^ - ^ W ^ I I . 
0 
Finally, the^Cauchj^groblem^for A . . , A 2 , . . . , A will be called 
correct if it is correct of class m for some nonnegative integer m. 
The operators A.,,Ap,...,A will be sometimes called the^genera-
tlng operators (2£_£jJ2_2£H£ky.J2£^ • 
It follows from the condition (II) that 
t 
(II7) [||mTu(n"1)(r)d't;l| < (1 + nM)ecjt[|u(n"1)(0+)|| for every t >0. 
If A. = A« A__.. = 0 , then the conditions (II) and (II7) 
are equivalent, but in the general case, it is necessary to intro-
duce the condition (II) in a more complicated form to get a satis-
factory theory. 
Theorem 1. Every correct Cauchy problem is determined as well. 
Proof. Immediately from the property (II7). ::: 
Our definition of correctness was motivated by the classical 
Hadamard's considerations on the correctness of the initial value 
problem and by certain well-known special cases which have been exa-
mined lately. The first and second order Cauchy problems were studied 
in a different setting as generation problems for operator semigroups, 
distribution operator semigroups and cosine and sine operator func-
tions (see ClJ - [6J). Further, the Timoshenko equation of trans-
verse vibrations of a beam or a plate led to the study of the fourth 
order Cauchy problem and its correctness (cf. [7j). 
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Let u, h:(0, oo) -> E • The function u will be called a resgon-
52-i2-i^2-252iiaii2S k £2.E«i^2-5aH2&Z-EI2^l2S-.£2E A i * A2 '
# *# • An if 
(R.j) u is n-times differentiable on (0,«?), 
(R2) u^
n-:L^(t) e D(A±) for every t > 0 and i 6 {1,2,...,n} , 
(Ro) the functions A^u^31"1' are continuous on (0, oo) and bounded 
on (0,1) for every i €" {l,2,...,n} , 
(R4) u
(n)(t)+Aiu
(n"1)(t)+...+Anu(t) = h(t) for every t > 0 , 
(R5) u(0+) = u'(0+) = ... = n
(n-1)(0+) « 0 . 
Further, we define the space Lloc((0, oo),E) as the space of all 
functions f:(0,«?) ->E integrable over bounded subsets of (0, oo) 
and topologized by the natural Frechet topology determined by the 
rT 
seminorms J [|f ( z)\\dv , T > 0 . 
Theorem 2. Let m be a nonnegative integer. If the operators 
A.j,A2,...,A are closed, then the following two statements are 
equivalent; 
(A) the Cauchy problem for A.,A2,..»,A is correct of class m , 
(B) (I) there is a dense subset J of L, ((0, oo),E) so that 
for every h e J there exists a response u to the exci-
tation h , 
(II) there exist nonnegative constants M, cu so that for every 
u, h such that u is a response to the excitation h 
and h 6 Lloc((0,oo),E) , for every t > 0 and i e 
E (1,2,...,n I , 
||[m+1_J Aiu
(n-i)(r)dr|| < M e"* J ||h( t)\\d? . 
0 0 
Proof. See [is], p. 124 and 128. ::: 
III. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
Our aim in this section will be to clarify the relations between 
the correctness and the spectral properties of the generating ope-
rators • 
Under spectral properties of operators A..,A2,...,A we under-
stand various properties of the operator polynomial znI + z11"" A- + 
+ ... + A , z e C , which will be called the sgectral jDOlynomial 
2.£_i*12-2E2ES.!-2E5 A..,Ap,. • •>A and denoted by P(. ;A..,A2,... ,A ) . 
We introduce some notions and notation related to the spectral 
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polynomial of the operators A.. ,A2,... ,An . 
We denote by f (A1,A2,... ,An) the set of all z 6 C for which 
the operator P(z;A . , ,AQ ,... ,A ) is one-to-one and its inverse is 
everywhere defined and bounded. This inverse P(z;A.j ,A2,... ,A ) " 
will be denoted by R(z;A.,,A2,...,A ). Finally, we put (̂ (Â A,-,,. 
..,An) = C \ , (A rA 2,...,A n). 
The set f (A1,A2,...,A ) is called the resolvent_set and 
^(A-,A2,... ,A ) the sgectram_of_the_orjerators A-,A2,... ,A . The 
function R(. ;A.. ,A2,... ,A ), defined on j°(A1fA2,...,A ), will be 
called the_ resolyent_ f̂ ncJiiari_of _ these_op_e_rators_. 
In this notation, the specification of operators A1fA2,...,An 
is sometimes omitted in proofs. 
It should be still noted that the above introduced notions and 
notation do not coincide with those usually defined for one operator. 
They are slightly modified. 
Theorem 3* If the operators A1,A2,...,An are closed, then 
(a) the set f (A..,A2,.. .,An) is open. 
(b) the function R(.;A..,A2,.. .,An) is analytic on the set 
y IA .|, A2 f • • •, A n J , 
(c) the operators A.R (z;A . | ,A 2 , •.. ,An) are everywhere defined and 
bounded for every z e f (A-j,A2,... ,An) and ie {j ,2,...,nj, 
(d) for every i 6 {1,2,...,n) , the function A.R(. ;A.,,A2,.. .,A ) 
is analytic on the set <o (A..,A2,... ,A ). 
Proof. See [9_], p. 233-236. ::: 
Theorem 4 (uniqueness for the Cauchy problem). We assume that 
there exist nonnegative constants u,, d, D such that 
(-c) every A, > GJ belongs to f> (A.. ,A2,... ,A n), 
(/3) ||R( t;A1,A2,...,An)|| < D e
d ^ for every ^ > co . 
Under these assumptions, the Cauchy problem for A1,A2,...,An 
is determined. 
Proof. See [lo] f p. 38. ::: 
In what follows we need still the notion of higher_domins_of 
2£e£Si2IS A1,Ap,...,An which will be defined by induction in the 
following way: 
D0(A1fA2,...,An) = E , 
I>k+1(A1fA2, ...,An) = [x:xeD(A1) H D(A2)H ...H D ^ ) and A±x € 
€ Dk^ AV A2 , # # # , An^ for everv i e L 1 . 2 * * * * * 1 1 } ! ' k € {0,1,... } . 
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^ Finally, we define D<X>(A1,A2,... ,An) as the intersection 
0 Dv(A.,Ap,...,A ). 
k=0 * ' * n 
Theorem 5 (existence for the Cauchy problem). Let m be a non-
negative integer. We assume that 
(o(y) the operators A.,A2,...,A are closed, 
( f 7 ) the set Dm+1(A..,A2,.. .,An) is dense in E , 
( ft ) there exist nonnegative constants M, uj so that 
(I) (cu,oo) ^ f(A1,A2,...,An), 
, ,-p n-m-i-1 „ Mp! 
(ID IJJ-J. V (*a, . - . v l s ^ ^ p r 
for every X > cu , i £ {l,2,...,nj and pe{0,1,...j . 
Under these assumptions, the Cauchy problem for A.,A2,...,A 
is correct of class m . 
Proof. See |jo] , p. 46. ::: 
The preceding existence Theorem 5 for the Cauchy problem can be 
essentially converted in the following way: 
Theorem 6 (converse). Let m be a nonnegative integer. We assume 
that 
(<C ) the operators A..,A2,...,A are closed, 
( ft ) the Cauchy problem for A.. ,Ap,... ,An is correct of class m . 
Under these assumptions, 
(a) the set D.j (A,. ,A2,... ,An) is dense in E , 
(b) the condition ( ?*•) of Theorem 4 holds. 
Proof. See 00] , p. 55. ::: 
The preceding Theorems 5 and 6 cover the well-known Hille-Yosida 
theorem on generation of. strongly continuous semigroups, the related 
theorem on generation of cosine and sine operator functions and the 
Lions theorem on generation of exponential distribution semigroups 
(cf. [1J - M ) . 
The assumption ( j") of Theorem 5 can be replaced by another con-
dition which does not involve the derivatives of the resolvent func-
tion on a real halfaxis but makes use of the behavior of this func-
tion on a complex halfplane. 
Theorem 7. If the operators A..,A2,...,A are closed, then the 
condition ( 7O of Theorem 5 is equivalent with 
(?) there exist nonnegative constants M, co so that 
(I') lziRez> co J Q C(A1,A2,.#.,An) , 
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( I I 7 ) | |zn-m- i-1A.R(z,-A1 ,A2 , . . . ,An)| | < g ^ L for every 
Rez and i 6 { l , 2 , . . . , n } , 
( I I I ' ) || «j>lw Z
p-m-3-1A iR(z;A rA2 A j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A . (i-s(Z-^))
r 
oc >cu 9 s > 0 , i 6 {1,2, . . . , n } and r € [ 2 , 3 , » . . J . 
Proof. We shall need the following 
L e m m a . Let <£ e R, J £ {z:Rez > ^ } -^E 9 k € [0, 1 , . . . } . 
If the function J i s continuous for Rez > ct , analytic for Rez > 
> °C and ||j(z)|| ^ K(1+[z|)k for Rez ^ -̂  with K ^ 0, then 
for every A, > <6 and p 6 {k+1,k+2,. . . } , 
w ^ ( i ) - ^ ) ^ T^rfr^-
The verification of this Lemma is easy by means of the Cauchy 
integral formula. 
Now to the proof itself. We fix i 6 £l,2,...,nj and write 
H(z) = zn"ra"i'"1A;LR(z) for z £ f . 
(?-')=$>( ?) According to Theorem 3, our Lemma is applicable with 
arbitrary °6 > co to corresponding restriction of the function H 
and then the identity [V] gives immediately the estimate (II) of 
( f ) for p e {1,2,...] if we finally let oo —> ou+ . For p =- 0 , 
we deduce the desired estimate from the case p = 1 because H( i)--> 
—> 0 ( A/ —> °° ) according to (II'). 
( /- )=g>(^') Fix z in the half plane Rez > cu . 
It is easy to see from the inequality (II) in (/•) that, for suf-
ficiently large AJ > ou , the series *>~ ^z7^ R ( p )(^) and 
^ k=0 K# 
2L^ZZ^ A,R^p^(^) converge and define R(z) and A.R(z) . 
k=0 K ! 1 x 
This shows in particular that (I) is true. 
On the other hand, after a little calculation, we find that there 
exists a /iQ > co such that /i- a) > |z-;U for b > \,Q . By 
means of this inequality and of the inequality (II) we can now esti-
mate the above series for A.R(z) and we easily obtain the desired 
inequality (II') letting ,L —> oo . 
The facts proved above together with Theorem 3 enable us to 
apply again our Lemma with arbitrary oC > co to corresponding 
restriction of the function H and now it is a matter of routine 
to get (III') from (II) by means of the identity M . ::: 
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The following two theorems concern the general notion of correct-
ness. 
Theorem 8 (existence for the Cauchy problem). We assume that 
(oC) the operators A . , , A 2 , . . . , A are closed, 
(fl) the set D ^ (A..,A2, ...,A ) is dense in E , 
(f) there exist nonnegative constants L, 1, to so that 
(I) {z:Rez ^ *,J Q (> (A^Ag,... ,An) , 
(II) ||AJLR(z;A1,A2,...,An)|| lLO+lzl)
1 for every Rez > X, 
and i e 0» 2> • ••»n} • 
Under these assumptions, the Cauchy problem for A..,A2,... ,An 
is correct. 
Proof. Choosing m sufficiently large, for example m = 1+2 , 
we verify easily that the condition ( T') in Theorem 7 is satisfied. 
Consequently, by Theorem 7, the assumptions of Theorem 5 hold and 
this implies the assertion of the present theorem. ::: 
Theorem 9 (converse). We assume that 
(c£) the operators A..,A2,...,A are closed, 
( fl ) the Cauchy problem for A.,,A2,...,A is correct. 
Under these assumptions. 
(a) the set D .J(A1 ,A2 ,... ,An) is dense in E , 
(b) the condition ( 7*-) of Theorem 8 holds. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorems 6 and 7 ( 1 may be 
taken equal to m chosen for Theorem 6)• ::: 
In the following theorem we shall make some a priori restrictions 
concerning the basic space E and the generating operators A.., A,,,. 
..,A • Then the Cauchy problem for these operators is not only always 
determined and extensive but above all, its correctness is fully spe-
cified merely by the location of the spectrum of generating operators. 
All the new notions used (S2S3&l-.2E2£Si2£» S.£2ii§2-2£.!l£25!> £E£2iESl 
measure, gE22i£&l.«i5i2S!E&iJ c a n ^e foun(i i n DU (see i n particular 
Chap. VII, VIII and X ) . 
Theorem 10. If the operators A-,A2,...,A are normal and form 
an abelian system in a Hilbert space E , then the Cauchy problem for 
A-,A2,...,An is always determined and extensive. 
Moreover, it is correct if and only if there exists a constant 
CAJ such that (T(A.j,A2,...,A ) ̂ {z:Rez < cuj • 
Proof. We denote by 6 the family of all Borel subsets of C . 
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According to [1 j] (in particular Chap. X), we can find a spectral 
measure £ on # and Borel measurable functions a.., a2, • • • f an: C —> C 
so that A,x = J a. (<T) £ ( d O x for x e D(A.) in the sense of 
1 C 
spectral integration described in [ll], Chap. VII. In the rest of 
this proof we shall frequently use this integration without special 
reference to [If] . 
We begin with proving that our Cauchy problem is determined and 
extensive. Let (& be the family of bounded sets from 0 . It is 
easy to prove that the set Q = £x: £(X)x =- x for some X e I3Q j 
is dense in E . Moreover, Q ̂ - D^ (A.,Ap,... ,A ) . On the other hand, 
the operators Ai £ (X) are bounded and Ai £(X) -=-- £(X)Ai for 
X e (SQ . These facts enable us to construct easily a solution for 
every x e Q and so to prove that the problem is extensive. To prove 
that it is determined we use Theorem 4 for bounded operators 
Ai £(X), X s (BQ , (since in this case it is clearly valid) and the 
fact that there is a sequence X, e. 0 such that £(X-Jx—}x for 
any x 6 E . 
Now to the proof of the last assertion of our theorem. 
We shall write p(z,s) = zn+a..(s)zn +...+an(s) for z, s 6 C . 
Further for X e (R we put K(X) « -£z:p(z,s)= 0 for some S£C\X|. 
We first heed to prove that 
W there exists N e <B such that £(X) = 0 and K(W) ---
C (^(AlfA2,...,An) . 
To this aim, let us denote Nz = [s:p(z,s) < ||R(z)|f~
1} for 
z e f = f (ArA2,...,An) . 
It is clear that N e 6 for any z e f . Now we shall show 
that £(-0 = ° f o r z e p . Proceeding indirectly, we fix 
z e f such that £ (Nz) -- 0 . We have shown above that Dcr<-(A-, 
Ap,...,A ) is dense in E and hence we can find an x -- 0, x e 
6 D00(A1,A0, ...,A ) and £ ( . O x =- x . Since then C\N is a 
I c. XL tt Q Z 
null set for the measure ||£(.)xD we obtain ||P(z)x|| = 
= |/p(z,5) £(dcT)xJ| =V/|p(z, <T)|2||£(d<r)x!l2 = 
c c 
- V / l p U , ^ ) ! 2 |£(d<S-)xl|2 < l/y[|R(z)ir2 ||£(d<5-)x||2 = 
z z 
- ||R(z)ir1 ||£(Nz)x|l = ||R(Z)|)~1|IX|| . But this inequality is contra-
dictory since i t implies that |lR(z)ir1llx|| = ||R(z)|]~1 ||R(z)P(z)x If < 
|[R(z)r1lR(z)||JP(z)x||= ||P(z)x|| <||R(z)|r1llx|| . 
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Now we put N = UN„ where z runs through z e (> with ra-z * 
tional real and imaginary parts. It is immediate from the preceding 
result that N e <8 and £(N) =0 . With regard to the continuity 
of p(.,s) we obtain further that [p(z,s)|. > ||R(z)||" , i.e. in 
particular p(z,s) *- 0, for z e f and s e C^I . But this implies 
that K(N)f) f> = 0 , i.e. K(N) £ C which proves [*J . 
Let our Cauchy problem be correct. Then by Theorem 9, there is 
an co such that f (A^Ag, •. •>An) - {z:Rez ^ a; J . 
Conversely, let co be such that f (A^Ap, •• • ,An) -̂  {z:Rez < 
^ co] • According to [V] w e c a n find an N e <8 so that £ (N) =- 0 
and K(N) - {z:Rez < co } . On the other hand, we can write p(z,s) = 
= ( z - z . j ( s ) ) ( z - Z p ( s ) ) . . . ( z - z n ( s ) ) for z, s e C . For s e C^N we 
obtain that z. (s) € K(U), i.e. Rez. < <jj • Consequently I „ /a\ li 
X J. ' Z-"Z» \ S ^ 
1 
= K for every s e CNN and Rez > co • This yields 
i M s ) i I?i 
Iz-z.(s) I = 1 + I K e z ^ — f o r s e °^^ a n d R e z > ^ # Usin& Vieta's 
formulas expressing a.(s) in terms of z.(s) we obtain that there 
> iai^s^ I 
are constants L = 0 and 1 £ {0,1,... ] such that | jg Q\ \ ^ 
< L(1+|z|) for every s e C^U and Rez > c-j + 1 • Prom this esti-
/
a. ( 6 ) 
Jf„ ^ \ £(d Ox || i 
•*• C^N" pVk * ' 
4 L(1+|z| )1||x|| for x £ E and Rez > cj+1 . This fact together 
with the above proved density of D£?(-(A1,A2,... ,An) shows that 
Theorem 8 is applicable and hence our Cauchy problem is correct. 
Finally, let us remark that a more accurate result can be proved, 
namely that our problem is in fact correct of class n-1, but this 
requires a little lengthy estimates. ::: 
The a priori restrictions in the preceding theorem as to the 
basic space E and the generating operators A.-,Ap,...,A can be 
weakened on the ground of the theory of scalar-tjEe^o^erators in 
Banach spaces, extensively studied in 02J. 
Theorem 11. The preceding Theorem 10 is valid also in an arbi-
trary Banach space E if we replace normal operators by scalar-type 
ones. 
Proof. Similar argument as in Theorem 10 can be used. :s* 
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IV. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OP THE CAUCHY; PROBLEM 
In this section, we shall deal with examining the growth of so-
lutions of the Cauchy problem on the whole time halfaxis in depen-
dence upon their boundedness on finite time intervals. 
It is known that in certain special cases, the condition of ex-
ponential growth of solutions, required in our definition of correct-
ness of the Cauchy problem, can be replaced by a formally weaker con-
dition of local boundedness. This concerns the cases n=1 , m=0 
and n=2, m=0 with A..=0 where it is possible to use the func-
tional equations either for operator semigroups or for cosine opera-
tor functions to obtain exponential estimates of growth from local 
boundedness. However, in general such an approach is not available 
because we do not know any functional equation for solutions of the 
general Cauchy problem. Despite of this, we have succeeded recently 
to prove a general theorem of this type for the class of correctness 
m = 0 . 
Theorem 12. We assume that 
(cC ) the operators A^Ap,...^ are closed, 
(/5 ) the Cauchy problem for A . . , A 2 , . . . , A is extensive, 
( f ) for every T > 0 , there is a nonnegative constant K so that 
for every solution u , every 0 < t ^T and i e {1,2, ••. ,n J , 
|[/Vu(n-i)(r)dTr|| <Kllu(n-1)(0j|| . 
0 x + 
Under these assumptions, there exist nonnegative constants M, 
CAJ SO that for every solution u , every t > 0 and i<9 {1,2,...,n), 
|| rVu(n-i)(tr)d̂ || < M e ^ V ^ V ) ) ! . 
In other words, we can say that the Cauchy problem for A^Ap,. 
..,A is correct of class m = 0 . 
Proof. We denote by AQ the identity operator. 
It is easy to prove from our assumptions that there exists a 
function W: (0, oo) x E -> E such that 
(1) W is continuous in both variables, linear in the second, 
(2) 2Z A. liJW( r,x)dT = x for x € E and t > 0 , 
j-0 з ^ 
(3) W(0
+
,x) = x for every x e E , 
t 
(4) ||A. [if W(r ,x)dT| < K(T)llx|| for x e E , 0 <t i T and 
$ 6 {0,1,...,n} with some constant K(T). 
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Further we choose a function ^: (0, *o) —?R such that 
(5) ^(t) = 1 for 0 < t ̂  1, 0 ̂  tT(t) ^ 1 for 1 < t £ 2 and 
^(t) = 0 for t > 2 , 
(6) if is n-times continuously differentiable on (0, oo) • 
Let us multiply (2) by i/1 and consider the Laplace transform 
to the identity so obtained. Simple but careful calculations based on 
current properties of the Laplace transform (see Qo] , p. 16) and on 
interchange of closed operators and integrals (see 00], p. 10) enable 
us to infer, with regard to the properties (oC ), (1), (3), (5) and (6), 
that for every x € E and X > 0 , 
(7) J~ ̂ n"dA. (re"** ir( r)(jn.fW(<? ,x)d<5 )d r ) - x -




' " " :~^)'-iг- 'j*~~"~ ir''--"-'-''z){ 
0 "6 
 
(gz( n ^)(-г) k + 1 /в-^ ^--*>( r (taГw(б-,x)dé )dř)] 
Let us denote by G(^)x the left hand side of (7) and by H(^)x 
the expression in square brachets on the right hand side of (7). Then 
(8) 21 ,la~3A.,G( 1) = I - H( I) for I > 0 . 
3=0 J 
The inequalities (4) together with some assumed or already proved 
properties enable us to deduce analogous estimates for higher iterated 
integrals of solutions. Using these estimates and the properties (5) 
and (6) we obtain, after a little lenghty calculations, that there is 
a K _; 0 such that 
(9) II----P ̂ - 1- 1G( *,)[ < J-Ei-- , ||----- H( l ) \ < - p i for every 
/i > 0, i e{l,2,...,n} and p 6 {0,1,... } . 
Prom the second inequality in (8) we see that there is a constant 
u>0 > 0 such that l|H(/̂ )|| < 1 for A/ > ojQ which implies together 
with (8) that 
(10) (a;0,oo) c (p(A1,A2,...,An), 
n 1 
(11) RU j^X,...^) « (21 /"dA.) -= GU)(I - H(^))"1 for 
* vo=o J 
/i> 010 • 
Using the lemma from [13] , p. 49, we obtain from (9) and (11) that 
there are two constants M > 0 and co ̂  co0 such that 
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(12) l | - 5 L R U ; A.,, A , . . . . , A | | < —MSL—^ for A, > cu and p e 
d ^ (4 - cO ) -^ ' 
e 10,1,... } . 
Further, we deduce easily from (3) that 
(13) D.,(A.|,A2,.. .,An) is dense in E . 
How the properties (10), (12) and (13) permit to apply Theorem 5 
with m » 0 and the assertion of this theorem completes the proof. :: 
It would be desirable to have a theorem analogous to Theorem 12 
for higher classes of correctness. However, the following Theorem 13 
suggests that such a result will hardly hold because the estimates of 
growth, obtained in this theorem, do not guarantee the correctness in 
our sense and moreover, as can be easily shown by examples, cannot be 
generally improved. 
Theorem 13. We assume that 
(«->)» ( /3 ) as in Theorem 12, 
(̂  ) for every T > 0 , there exist a nonnegative constant K and 
a nonnegative integer r so that for every solution u , every 
0 < t < T and i e {1,2,...,n] , 
II^A.u^-^fndrll < K||u(n-1)(0+)|| . 
0 
Under these assumptions, there exist nonnegative constants M, cO 
and nonnegative integers p , m so that for every solution u, every 
V e (1,2,... j , 0 < t < V and i e {1,2, ...,n) , 
||^V+^A1u
(n-i)(tr)dr|| ^ Mec^t||u(n"1)(0+)|| . 
0 
Roughly speaking, our Theorem guarantees an exponential growth 
only of certain linearly increasing (with respect to time) iterated 
integrals of solutions. 
Proof. We begin similarly as in the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 12. We express the resolvent function R again in the form 
(11) but for A/ from a logarithmic domain {/i:ReA/ > *o log( 1+ flm X\) + 
+ dO} where the constants <£ > 0 and -%/ depend on A1,A2,...,A 
only. In this domain, we obtain easily IfRC Mil ^ K( 1+ Ul) , K > 0, 
I S O (derivatives of R need not be estimated). On the other hand, 
the iterated integrals of solutions which we have to estimate can be 
expressed in terms of the resolvent function R by means of a modi-
fied Laplace complex inverse integral whose integral path is the boun-
dary of our logarithmic domain. This formula together with the above 
396 
proved estimate of the resolvent function R yields the required 
estimates of solutions almost immediately. ::: 
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